
   

BL@CK FLAG 

 

 

Being an anarchist, or any other variety of radical activist, can be pretty discouraging. 

Conservatives think that you‘re crazy, a disenfranchised advocate of chaos, violence, 

and terror. Liberals think that you‘re an impractical, starry-eyed idealist, a free-

loading Hippie, or a soft-minded, utopian Lotus-Eater. Many people have no idea 

what the hell you are, but are scared of you anyway. The state wants you to 

disappear, and will not hesitate to disappear you if you ever gain too much influence. 

They‘ll also gladly turn a blind eye if rightwing extremists, neo-Nazi fascists, or 

racist minuteman/white supremacists beat you and your comrades into the dust with 

their jackboots (or just shoot y‘all up with good old-fashioned Amerikkkan-made 

bullets). In the meantime, state agents will tap your phone, read your email, and trace 

your movements with their ever-growing arsenal of space-age surveillance 

technologies. They‘ll be damned if they allow you to slow down business or weaken 

their power with your efforts to protect civil liberties, the environment, or pesky 

―minority‖ special interests like womyn, queer folk, immigrants, indigenous people, 

the poor, and nonhuman animals.  

 

If all this weren‘t bad enough, the movement itself can sometimes feel like a haven 

for back-biting, power-grabbing, finger-pointing, opportunism, shit-talking, petty 

disputes, distrust, jealousy, and apologism for (or reproduction of) oppressive 

systems (classism, patriarchy, queer-baiting, rape culture, racism, you name it). 

 

With all this in mind, it‘s easy to check out, to become disheartened, to lose steam. 

Why spend our precious free time fighting a losing battle—pushing our Sisyphean 

ideological boulders up a hill—when we could be, for example, relaxing with our 

loved ones, watching TV, or drinking beer? 

 

To answer that question, we thought it might be helpful in this brief letter to focus on 
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What exactly is anarchism? Volumes have been written in answer to this 

question, and millions of people have dedicated their lives to creating, expanding, 

defining, and fighting for anarchy. There are countless paths to anarchism and 

countless beginnings: workers in 19th century Europe fighting against capitalism 

and believing in themselves instead of the ideologies of authoritarian political 

parties; indigenous peoples fighting colonization and reclaiming their traditional, 

horizontal cultures; high school students waking up to the depth of their 

alienation and unhappiness; mystics from China one thousand years ago or from 

Europe five hundred years ago, Daoists or Anabaptists, fighting against 

government and organized religion; women rebelling against the authoritarianism 

and sexism of the Left. There is no Central Committee giving out membership 

cards, and no standard doctrine. Anarchy means different things to different 

people. However, here are some basic principles most anarchists agree on. 

Autonomy and Horizontality: All people deserve the freedom to define and 

organize themselves on their own terms. Decision-making structures should be 

horizontal rather than vertical, so no one dominates anyone else; they should 

foster power to act freely rather than power over others. Anarchism opposes all 

coercive hierarchies, including capitalism, the state, white supremacy, and 

patriarchy. 

 

Mutual Aid: People should help one another voluntarily; bonds of solidarity and 

generosity form a stronger social glue than the fear inspired by laws, borders, 

prisons, and armies. Mutual aid is neither a form of charity nor of zero-sum 

exchange; both giver and receiver are equal and interchangeable. Since neither 

holds power over the other, they increase their collective power by creating 

opportunities to work together. 

 

Voluntary Association: People should be free to cooperate with whomever they 

want, however they see fit; likewise, they should be free to refuse any 

relationship or arrangement they do not judge to be in their interest. Everyone 

should be able to move freely, both physically and socially. Anarchists oppose 
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The current situation in Mexico is 

tense, one that has put social 

movements, and the people in 

general, on one side, and the 

government and other organized 

criminals on the other. Where the 

Mexican government has shown 

over and over where their true 

interests lie, the people are not 

only fending for themselves, but 

building on the possibility for a 

much larger struggle to take place 

in Mexico. 

 

In Mexico, where the government 

has passed ―reforms‖ that benefit 

capitalist interests and neo-

liberalism, the state uses other 

organized crime cartels, along 

with local police and the military, 

to terrorize communities 

throughout the country, 

indigenous people in particular.  

One can get a sense that the 

people have had enough.  

 

There has been a resurgence of 

social movements throughout led 

by students and teachers (See, for 

example, http://

www.youtube.com/watch?

v=X7ydRS9G56Y, an interview 

with a member of the Seccion 

XXII – Teacher's Union Oaxacan 

Section) to combat some of the 

privatization that is coming from 

imperialist countries like the U.S. 

and Canada, and their puppet Pena 

Nieto PRI regime. There have 

always been armed resistance 

movements in Mexico, like the 

Ejercito Zapatista de Liberacion 

Nacional (EZLN), and other 

guerillas who have also openly 

declared war against the 

government (http://

www.signalfire.org/?p=26168). 

 

Along with these movements, 

communities, and in particular 

indigenous communities, have 
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F@@ comrades are collaborating with RAC-LA to create the 

new community center discussed below.  We plan to base our 

operations there. We respectfully ask all friends and comrades 

of the F@@ to support this new radical space in whatever 

ways they can.   

How You Can Help 

Revolutionary Autonomous Communities, Los Angeles (RAC LA) needs your help funding 

our new community center. The center will act as the home base for the Food Program held 

every Sunday in MacArthur Park, and will provide classes, meeting space, study groups, 

legal clinics, and other essential services to the poor and dispossessed local community.  

 

To make this dream a reality, RAC needs your help to pay the rent, electricity, and 

maintenance costs.  RAC is completely grassroots and community-run. We make no profits. 

We receive no government support and no corporate sponsorship.  

 

Everything we do is made possible by community efforts, RAC member commitment, and 

generous support from donors like you.  

 

Please consider donating through our secure PayPal link here: https://www.paypal.com/

cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=JEXQA6K5YVBM8 

 

 

What is RAC-LA? 

Revolutionary Autonomous Communities, Los Angeles (RAC LA) is a totally grassroots 

community organization that runs a weekly Food Program on Sundays, 10am-5pm, in 

MacArthur Park.  RAC was founded in the aftermath of the brutal police crackdown on the 

immigrant rights march on May 1st, 2007.  

 

The food program empowers the local community to feed itself, aiding with the distribution 

of more than 150 boxes of free, organic food. The program serves an ethnically diverse cross

-section of the most under-served members of the community, including the poor, the 

homeless, and the recently-immigrated.  

 

Community members themselves are the backbone of RAC, working in concert with local 

activists to get this critical work done.  

 

RAC also runs youth programs, educational projects, and anything else we can manage to 

serve, and empower, the local community.  

 

Please help RAC by offering your support.  

 

If you would like to volunteer, please contact John (English) at johnaimani3@gmail.com or 

Mauricio (English and Spanish) at fightbackla@yahoo.com for more info.  

 

Check out the following pages for more info on RAC LA: 

 

(Movie) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MDH3si3b-Ks 

 

https://www.facebook.com/raclosangeles 

 

http://libcom.org/library/revolutionary-autonomous-communities-comunidades-autonomas-

revolucionarias-zine-1 

The Free Association of Anarchists 

is again collecting donations for 

our Xmas day Clothing Giveaway 

on Skid Row. Our goal is to help 

the most downtrodden improve 

their lives while also modeling and 

developing the practice of mutual 

aid as an alternative to state-run 

institutions. 

To donate: Just place your 

clothing donations in a plastic bag 

and contact us to arrange a pick-up 

or drop-off 

(faacollective@gmail.com or 

faacollective@riseup.net). Please 

make sure any donated clothing is 

clean and re-usable; tattered rags or 

nasty, soiled, stained items are not 

useful to anyone, and undercut the 

dignity of those we aim to help. 

While clothing is the primary item 

requested, we also accept donations 

of books, hygiene products, non-

perishable foods, toys, and 

anything else the Skid Row 

population might need. 

Volunteering: In recent years, the 

Clothing Giveaway has also 

evolved into a Breakfast Giveaway, 

in which we serve coffee and a hot 

meal to the Skid Row residents 

who show up. This aspect of the 

project requires fundraising and 

additional volunteers, so please 

contact us if you can help.  

Hope to see you there on the 

morning of Dec 25th, 2014! 

https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=JEXQA6K5YVBM8
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=JEXQA6K5YVBM8
mailto:johnaimani3@gmail.com
mailto:fightbackla@yahoo.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MDH3si3b-Ks
https://www.facebook.com/raclosangeles
http://libcom.org/library/revolutionary-autonomous-communities-comunidades-autonomas-revolucionarias-zine-1
http://libcom.org/library/revolutionary-autonomous-communities-comunidades-autonomas-revolucionarias-zine-1
mailto:faacollective@gmail.com
mailto:faacollective@riseup.net
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In light of the recent flurry of racially-motivated murders of unarmed civilians by 

cops, coupled with the ever-present danger of police harassment of activists, we 

thought it prudent to remind our readers of basic safety and legal tips for dealing 

with government agents. The classic booklet ―If an Agent Knocks‖ (http://

ccrjustice.org/ifanagentknocks) is also indispensable. Also check out earlier 

volumes of Black Flag (http://theanarchistassociation.wordpress.com/projects/

faa-newsletter/) for pieces on copwatch and activist security.—Black Flag 

editors. 

 

(https://www.aclu.org/drug-law-reform-immigrants-rights-racial-justice/know-

your-rights-what-do-if-you) 

Are you deaf or hard of hearing? Go to aclu.org/deafrights for an American Sign 

Language video on knowing your rights when you‘re stopped by the police, 

starring Marlee Matlin. 

WHAT TO DO IF YOU'RE STOPPED BY POLICE, IMMIGRATION 

AGENTS OR THE FBI 

YOUR RIGHTS 

- You have the right to remain silent. If you wish to exercise that right, say so out 

loud. 

- You have the right to refuse to consent to a search of yourself, your car or your 

home. 

- If you are not under arrest, you have the right to calmly leave. 

- You have the right to a lawyer if you are arrested. Ask for one immediately. 

- Regardless of your immigration or citizenship status, you have constitutional 

rights. 

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES 

- Do stay calm and be polite. 

- Do not interfere with or obstruct the police. 

- Do not lie or give false documents. 

 

The following interview is reprinted 

from New Left Project, which allows re

-printing under a Creative Commons 

license. Find the original piece here: 

http://www.newleftproject.org/

index.php/site/article_comments/

The_Meaning_of_Thanksgiving 

 

New Left Project‘s Alex Doherty talks 

to Robert Jensen about Thanksgiving, 

the murder of indigenous people and 

the theft of their land by European 

colonialists. 

 

First published: 25 November, 2010  

 

Robert Jensen is a professor in the 

School of Journalism at the University 

of Texas at Austin and a board member 

of the Third Coast Activist Resource 

Center. New Left Project‘s Alex 

Doherty talked to him about 

Thanksgiving, the murder of 

indigenous people and the theft of their 

land by European colonialists. 

 

You choose not to celebrate the 

Thanksgiving holiday and you have 

urged other Americans to do the 

same. Can you explain why you 

oppose this celebration? 

 

For years I had felt uncomfortable at 

Thanksgiving Day dinners, not just 

because of the gluttonous consumption 

but because of the disjuncture between 

my evolving radical political ideas and 

the distortion of history embedded in 

the holiday. As it became increasingly 

difficult for me to be ―normal‖ on that 

day, I struggled to understand why and 

what to do about it. 

 

Here‘s what I eventually came to 

understand: Thanksgiving Day is part 

of the national mythology that obscures 

the reality of the European/American 

genocide against indigenous people. 

White America tells a lovely story 

about the English Pilgrims—their 

search for freedom took them to 

Massachusetts, where aided by the 

friendly Wampanoag Indians they 

survived in a new and harsh Con’t on 16 Con’t on 9 

http://ccrjustice.org/ifanagentknocks
http://ccrjustice.org/ifanagentknocks
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http://theanarchistassociation.wordpress.com/projects/faa-newsletter/
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https://www.aclu.org/drug-law-reform-immigrants-rights-racial-justice/know-your-rights-what-do-if-you
https://www.aclu.org/deafrights
http://www.newleftproject.org/index.php/site/article_comments/The_Meaning_of_Thanksgiving
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The F@@ has been 

involved with Free Nestora 

Salgado-Los Angeles (FNS-

LA), a coalition dedicated to 

freeing Nestora Salgado and 

all other political prisoners, 

for a better part of a year. 

In addition to the F@@, 

FNS LA includes The 

Freedom Socialist Party 

(FSP), Radical Women, The 

Frente de Resistencia por 

Mexico, and several 

independent activists. On 

August 21st, 2014, FNS-LA 

organized a press 

conference and rally to 

demand Nestora‘s release. 

The article below, penned 

by a dedicated FNS-LA 

member and indigenous 

activist, reports on the 

events of that day.—Black 

Flag Editors 

 

Who is Nestora Salgado? 

Nestora is an indigenous 

Mexican-American feminist 

who is currently being held 

in indefinite detention by 

the Mexican government for 

organizing the indigenous 

inhabitants of her hometown 

of Olinala in Guerrero State, 

Mexico into self-defense 

groups (policia 

communitaria, or 

community police). Before 

Nestora and her comrades 

set up the community 

police, the local indigenous 

community was being 

terrorized by drug cartel-

affiliated thugs without any 

opposition from the 

Mexican government or 

local authorities. 

 

Read more about Nestora 

here: http://freenestora.org/ 

 

Con’t on page 8 
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It is often suggested, and even referred to as 

―commonsensical,‖ that an increase in the minimum wage hurts employment.  

The ―logic‖ being that, with the increase, some capitalists, those operating at the 

near-breakeven, would be pushed below the level of operating at a profit, and 

thus would go out of business, with the loss in employment more detrimental than 

the benefits derived. 

This notion is often peddled in undergraduate economics classes and, in one case, 

is implicit in a statement [by Steven Slavin] regarding the effects of wage rises on 

inflation. 

Imagine a 3% rise in the cost of living. Labor unions will negotiate for a cost-of-living 

increase and a 3%  increase on top of that for an anticipated cost-of-living increase 

next year. That‘s 6%. If every labor union gets a 6% increase, prices will undoubtedly 

rise not 3% but you guessed it 6%.i 

 

The only conclusion to be drawn from the quote above is that workers should not 

fight for wage increases, as the rise in wages will be offset by an increase in 

prices.  

Let us see how it is that Marx dealt with this argument 150 years ago. 

Responding to an eerily similar argumentii made by John Weston, Treasurer of 

the International Working Men‘s Association (The First International), Marx 

outlined the latter‘s position thusly: 

All his reasoning amounted to this: If the working class forces the capitalist class to 

pay five shillings instead of four shillings in the shape of money wages, the capitalist 

will return in the shape of commodities four shillings' worth instead of five shillings' 

worth. The working class would have to pay five shillings for what, before the rise of 

wages, they bought with four shillings.iii 

Now, you may say, Slavin‘s argument differs from that of Weston in that the 

former has to do with the ―will‖ of the working class and the consequent increase 

in inflation of the outcome of the successful exertion of that ―will‖; while Weston 

pontificates upon the results obtaining from the ―will‖ of the capitalist in the 

almost magical ability to raise prices—and that neither has to do with the effects 

of an increase in the minimum wage.  But we may reduce the two—wage-

induced inflation and effects of an increase in the minimum wage—to a 

generality and see where that leads.  That commonality can be framed into the 

question: What is the effect of a transference of purchasing power from the 

capitalist class to the working class (in this case through a rise in the minimum 

wage)?  Or, more formally in the language of Marx's economics, what is the 

effect of a diminution in the rate of surplus-value, i.e. the ratio of ―unpaid 

labor‖ (s) to ―paid labor‖ (v), or s/v?   

Marx began his tracing of the fallout from this increase in worker‘s purchasing 

power in a manner evoking the words above from Slavin: 

…how could that rise of wages affect the prices of commodities? Only by affecting the 

actual proportion between the demand for, and the supply of these commodities…

considered as a whole, the working class spends, and must spend, its income upon 

necessaries. A general rise in the rate of wages would, therefore, produce a rise in the 

http://freenestora.org/
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taken upon themselves to arm and defend themselves against 

not only the cartels, but also local police and local politicians 

who not only work with the cartels, but have proven to be on 

their side, one of the same. In some cases, as in the 

Purepecha indigenous community of Cheran, Michoacan, the 

people rose up to drive out the local police and politicians, 

and reinstate their indigenous model of self-organization and 

self-defense (for further reading, see http://

elenemigocomun.net/2013/01/self-determination-defense-

cheran/). 

 

 

The self-defense groups have been organizing themselves 

and have seized towns throughout Mexico in over 11 states 

to fight against cartels like the Knights Templar in 

Michoacan, under the 

Consejo de Autodefensas 

Unidas de Michoacan 

(Council of United Self-

Defense Groups of 

Michoacan). The Mexican 

government sent their 

military to disarm the people 

in Parácuaro—according to 

reports shooting 7-12 and 

killing 4 people, including an 

11 year old girl—only to 

later return the weapons to 

the people due to public 

pressure. People from 

Parácuaro came out to the 

main road to confront the 

military with sticks and 

stones, forcing the state to 

return the weapons to the 

autodefensas (self-defense 

groups). 

 

 

The Mexican government definitely understands the 

situation, and sees an armed and self-organized people as a 

threat, while understanding that there will be political 

consequences for a crackdown. The self-defense groups 

know very well what they are fighting for, and what side the 

government is on. After the clash between the self-defense 

groups and the military, the spokesperson for El Consejo de 

Autodefensas Unidas de Michoacán was quoted as 

saying that "What we are doing is fighting for the freedom of 

our families... the people don't trust the government...there 

are sectors of the government working with organized 

crime... We are never going to lay down our arms or sit 

down to negotiate until they stop the criminals‖ (http://

aristeguinoticias.com/1401/mexico/el-ejercito-rafagueo-a-

nuestro-pueblo-autodefensas-en-michoacan/ ).  

 

The military attacking the autodefensas shows what side the 

government is on, and it shows that the government is not 

only protecting the Knights Templar, but actively trying to 

suppress the armed populace, who pose a bigger threat to 

state power. In fact, the government is not trying to combat 

―organized crime‖ at all, because the politicians themselves 

are the criminals who benefit from the ―drug war.‖  

 

People having autonomy, self-organization, and self-

determination of their own communities exposes the 

illegitimacy of their neo-colonial government. In response, 

the government is not only trying to disarm the people, but 

to actually destroy them. The state does not care about the 

people dying in the first place, which is why communities 

saw that there was a need to come together. Furthermore, 

the people understand that their movement is part of a 

larger struggle in Mexico:  

 

―We are simply not just a group of armed persons, we are a 

people, we are thousands. We are a Consejo de 

Autodefensas de Michoacan, formed by small businessmen 

and women, farmers, students, parents... We are a people 

united, and we all will participate.‖ 

 

The Consejo de Autodefensas now controls 14 

municipalities and 67 towns in Michoacan. Having a 

defense for your community is something indigenous 

people have always done; these warrior societies and 

organizations have always existed and do to this day. What 

Mexico needs is a revolution. An armed and organized 

people is the first step. 

 

—Reprinted by permission of the author, and edited by the 

Black Flag volunteer team. See the original post here:  

http://joaquincienfuegos.blogspot.com/2014/01/an-armed-

people-and-their-threat-to.html 

An Armed People con’t 

http://elenemigocomun.net/2013/01/self-determination-defense-cheran/
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Proposal vs. Advocacy: 

Getting to Anarchism 

--by Black Flag editors  
 

―I can propose now that we 

should all live in peace and 

love each other. I just 

proposed it. [But] that‘s not 

a serious proposal. It 

becomes a serious proposal 

when it becomes advocacy… 

I sketch out a path for getting 

from here to there. Then it 

becomes serious. Otherwise, 

it‘s empty words.‖ –Noam 

Chomsky in an interview 

with Amy Goodman, 

published Wed., Oct 22, 

2014 on democracynow.org. 

 

In the Anarchy Works 

excerpt in this issue, Peter 

Gelderloos lays out the core 

principles of anarchism. To 

build on that piece, we‘d like 

to take up Chomsky‘s 

challenge by advocating for a 

Oakland was inspired by RAC to 

create their own food program, 

proving that such models are both 

exportable and adaptable to different 

contexts.  

 

Demystify and reclaim 

“anarchism” (and “communism” 

and “socialism” too) 

We need to explain to people what 

anarchism is, and what it‘s not, 

before anyone will start to think of it 

as a viable alternative. As discussed 

in ―What We Do and Why It‘s 

Important,‖ most people think of 

anarchists in terms of either the 

―whiskered man with a bomb‖ 

stereotype (to borrow Tolkein‘s 

phrase) or the idle pacifist hippie. We 

need to do good work, connect with 

the community, while at the same 

time being open and unashamed 

about our politics. We need to explain 

our work in terms of our politics. This 

approach—coupled with good 

educational events and materials, like 

study groups and publications like 

this one (shameless plug)—is needed 

to reverse the negative view of 

anarchism, and build some goodwill, 

in the minds of the majority. The 

same can be said for socialism and 

communism (both of which are 

incorporated in much of anarchist 

thought), as well as for less-

controversial but still much-maligned 

terms like ―feminism.‖ 

 

Create Political Collectives 

The F@@ is one of these—a group 

whose primary function is political 

work, political education, media, 

outreach, and building networks with 

other groups. In some ways, this is 

the least noble-seeming form of 

anarchist activity. It isn‘t as selflessly 

egalitarian as feeding the hungry or 

organizing disempowered workers 

(both of which are discussed above 

and below). However, it‘s a crucial 

piece of demystifying anarchism and 

building radical consciousness among 

the 99%. Study groups, classes, 

leaflets, banner drops, letter-writing, 

wheat-pasting, and stenciling are 

appropriate activities for political 

collectives. Active involvement in 

social movements 

vision of how we might get from 

the authoritarian here to the 

anarchist there.  

 

What follow are some key 

approaches—most of which overlap 

with each other—not presented in 

order of importance: 

 

Build communities of mutual aid 

This is the old ―building a new 

society in the shell of the old‖ 

concept. By creating programs that 

allow local communities to fulfill 

their needs (nutritional, educational, 

health, security, etc.) with minimal, 

or no, state or corporate 

involvement, anarchists can 

simultaneously weaken the state 

and strengthen horizontal, 

distributed, non-hierarchical people 

power. The food program by 

Revolutionary Autonomous 

Communities (RAC), discussed in 

this issue, is a good example of a 

mutual aid program. In addition, 

Qilombo (http://qilombo.org/) in 
Con’t on 11 
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Free Nestora Salgado con’t  

 

Group Calls for Release of Community Activist  

By Pakal Hatuey 

 

Originally posted on the Community Beacon blog on 

September 14th, 2014: (http://

communitybeacon.tumblr.com/post/97466685760/group-

calls-for-release-of-community-activist)  

 

The Free Nestora Salgado - Los Angeles (FNS-LA) 

committee held a press conference at the Mexican 

Consulate and an afternoon rally at the downtown Los 

Angeles Federal Building on August 21, 2014 to demand 

the freedom of Nestora Salgado. 

 

The date marks Salgado‘s yearlong incarceration at a 

maximum security prison in Nayarit, Mexico for charges of 

kidnapping. Nestora, a Mexican and U.S. citizen, organized 

her hometown of Olinala, Guerrero, Mexico to create an 

indigenous Community Police in 2012 during the intense 

violence resulting from a failed war on drugs and cartel-on-

cartel hostility. Before her arrest, Nestora described in 

interviews the terror the people of Olinala lived with. 

 

At the press conference FNS-LA members and supporters 

addressed the important work Salgado has done. Yolanda 

Alaniz, member of the Freedom Socialist Party in FNS-LA 

committee, read from a letter written from prison by 

Salgado in which she speaks of her dehumanization in 

solitary confinement, her denial of access to pain 

medication, and restriction from meeting with attorneys. 

 

Wendy McPherson, a representative of the AFSCME 

Librarian‘s Guild, expressed her union‘s endorsement for 

Salgado‘s release, praising the commitment of the 

Community Police in service to their communities. Other 

activists who spoke in solidarity with Salgado included 

Radical Women and the National Chicano Moratorium. 

They joined the International call to free all political 

prisoners, to respect Women leaders, and to support 

Indigenous Rights. 

 

The afternoon rally ended with an enthusiastic and 

disciplined crowd demanding the U.S. government pressure 

Mexico to free Nestora and all political prisoners and to 

stop funding Mexico‘s ―war on drugs.‖ Similar actions 

were held in New York, Washington, San Francisco, 

Mexico, Dominican Republic, Brazil, Costa Rica and 

Melbourne, Australia. 

 

The FNS-LA invites 

Community Beacon readers 

to visit FreeNestora.org or 

call 323-732-6416 to find 

out how you can help free 

Salgado from prison. 

 

FNS-LA can also be found 

on Facebook at https://

www.facebook.com/

freenestorala. 

 

WHO IS MARISSA ALEXANDER? 

Marissa Alexander is a proud African American mother of 

three, a loving daughter and sister. She has earned an MBA, 

she‘s a woman of faith, and she‘s a survivor of domestic 

violence.  In 2012, Ms. Alexander was sentenced to twenty 

years in the Florida criminal correctional system for 

defending herself from her abusive estranged husband.  Nine 

days after giving birth to a premature child, she fired a single 

warning shot upwards into a wall to halt her abusive partner 

during a life-threatening beating.   

 

Ms. Alexander‘s estranged husband, Rico Gray, has been 

arrested for domestic violence twice and previously landed 

Ms. Alexander in the hospital after beating 

her.  Gray admitted in a sworn statement that he was the 

aggressor, threatened her life and was so enraged that he did 

not know what he would do.  Gray also described his 

beatings of other women with whom he was involved. 

 

Despite the fact that Marissa Alexander caused no injuries 

and has no previous criminal record, and despite the fact that 

Florida‘s self-defense law includes the right to ―Stand Your 

Ground,‖ she was arrested by Jacksonville police and 

charged with aggravated assault. She rejected a 3 year plea 

bargain because maintained her innocence and right to 

defend her life. After 12 minutes of deliberation, a jury of 6 

people convicted Ms. Alexander of three counts of 

aggravated assault with a deadly weapon with no intent to 

harm. Her sentence was set at 20 years in part due to the 

state‘s mandatory minimum sentencing laws. Marissa 

Alexander successfully appealed the trial, overturning the 

guilty verdict on 9/26/13.  She was released on bond on 

11/27/13 and is now under home detention. While under 

home detention, she must pay $105 every week for the use 

of an ankle monitor, and $500 every other week for the bond 

cost.   

 

TRIAL UPDATE 

Marissa Alexander faces a MANDATORY 60 YEAR 

SENTENCE if she is found guilty in her retrial, scheduled 

to begin December 8, 2014.  

  

CAMPAIGN UPDATE 

October is Domestic Violence Awareness Month and it's 

also the Month of Resistance to Mass Incarceration. It's a 

great time to raise awareness about the connections and 

about Marissa's case!   

 

FREEDOM FUNDRAISER UPDATE 

Marissa's supporters have collectively raised over $80,000 

so far!  This means that Marissa's bond of $20,000 has been 

paid in full because of your support. 

 

HOW YOU CAN HELP: 

Donate to the Freedom Fundraiser to support the Marissa 

Alexander Legal Defense 
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Fund: DONATE and help her win her re-trial! 

Write to Marissa and tell her you support her! Her faith is 

still strong and she would gladly receive your genuine 

support. Marissa's current address is the following 

(updated 2/22/14): Marissa Alexander P. O. Box 23872 

Jacksonville, FL 32257  Address updates and more details 

can be found here http://www.freemarissanow.org/write-to-

marissa.html 

1. Take action against mass incarceration and domestic 

violence!  Organize discussions and workshops about 

domestic and sexual violence, explore community strategies 

for safety and support, resist the criminalization of our 

communities. 

Urge your campus, organization, union, faith community, 

collective, or business to endorse the call to Free Marissa 

Alexander. Endorse here or e-mail us now at 

freemarissanow@gmail.com so we can add them to the 

growing list of supporters. 

Sign this petition: http://www.change.org/petitions/florida-

governor-rick-scott-free-marissa-alexander 

Spread the word with friends, families, communities, co-

workers, and via social media.  Take direct action! Organize 

a march and rally, a speak out, a flash mob dance party, a 

concert, a block party, or a fundraiser. Use media!  Create 

zines, short videos, postcards, music, and poetry.  If you are 

part of a faith community, join community prayer 

sessions for Marissa‘s freedom and mobilize your 

community. 

1. Write letters to the editor to your local news media. 

Blog, tweet, and spread the word on social media. 

#freemarissanow  

Join us!  We‘re holding bimonthly conference calls to build 

an international mobilization to Free Marissa.  For more 

information, e-mail us at freemarissanow@gmail.com. 

- Do prepare yourself and your family in case you are 

arrested. 

- Do remember the details of the encounter. 

- Do file a written complaint or call your local ACLU if 

you feel your rights have been violated. 

 IF YOU ARE STOPPED FOR QUESTIONING 

Stay calm. Don't run. Don't argue, resist or obstruct the 

police, even if you are innocent or police are violating your 

rights. Keep your hands where police can see them. 

Ask if you are free to leave. If the officer says yes, calmly 

and silently walk away. If you are under arrest, you have a 

right to know why. 

You have the right to remain silent and cannot be 

punished for refusing to answer questions. If you wish to 

remain silent, tell the officer out loud. In some states, you 

must give your name if asked to identify yourself. 

You do not have to consent to a search of yourself or 

your belongings, but police may "pat down" your clothing 

if they suspect a weapon. You should not physically resist, 

but you have the right to refuse consent for any further 

search. If you do consent, it can affect you later in court. 

 

IF YOU ARE STOPPED IN YOUR CAR 

Stop the car in a safe place as quickly as possible. Turn 

off the car, turn on the internal light, open the window part 

way and place your hands on the wheel. 

Upon request, show police your driver's license, 

registration and proof of insurance. 

If an officer or immigration agent asks to look inside 

your car, you can refuse to consent to the search. But if 

police believe your car contains evidence of a crime, your 

car can be searched without your consent. 

Both drivers and passengers have the right to remain 

silent. If you are a passenger, you can ask if you are free to 

leave. If the officer says yes, sit silently or calmly leave. 

Even if the officer says no, you have the right to remain 

silent. 

 

IF YOU ARE QUESTIONED ABOUT YOUR 

IMMIGRATION STATUS 

You have the right to remain silent and do not have to 

discuss your immigration or citizenship status with 

police, immigration agents or any other officials. You do 

not have to answer questions about where you were born, 

whether you are a U.S. citizen, or how you entered the 

country. (Separate rules apply at international borders and 
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all the things we‘re doing right, all the ways in which we‘re 

winning, all the little resistances and rebellions we launch 

every day that are humbly contributing to the long-term 

liberation of everyone. 

 

What We Do 

 

Several projects and campaigns highlighted in this issue are 

making a real difference. But before we discuss those, we‘d 

like to congratulate ourselves on this humble little distro, 

Black Flag. Our tiny volunteer team produces it quarterly 

in our spare time. We give it away freely to hundreds 

(maybe thousands?) in electronic format by email and 

social media, and we print it when we can and distribute it 

at dozens of events, indie coffee shops, schools/colleges, 

and radical spots. We‘ve been told that some people even 

like it, read it, and pass it along as an educational tool to 

others; we‘re grateful to be able to serve that function, even 

if only to a handful of the anarchy-faithful. 

 

We print and reprint stuff by writers young and old, new 

and established, and we try to select pieces that matter. And 

we do it all with Word and Publisher on cheap laptops. 

 

Anarchists believe that diversity is strength, and we hope 

that you‘ll be inspired to make similar publications of your 

own. Many of our friends and allies already do—shout out 

to LA Queer Resistance (LAQR) and LA CAN‘s 

―Community Connection‖ paper! Keep up the good work, 

and drop us a line if we can help somehow 

(faacollective@riseup.net). 

 

Other projects/campaigns we‘re proud of: 

 

Study Group 

F@@ hosts a study group every other Saturday on Radical 

Economics. Readings have included Alexander Berkman 

on the wage system, Libcom‘s ―Capitalism for (Ex) 

Dummies,‖ David Schweickart on anti-capitalism, excerpts 

from The Accumulation of Freedom, and a chapter from 

James Loewen‘s Lies My Teacher Told Me. Our goals are 

to deepen activists‘ and community members‘ 

understanding of economics, posit real workable 

alternatives to the capitalist system, and develop talking 

points for debate and media spots.  

 

There‘s no homework assigned and no prior knowledge 

assumed—just camaraderie, coffee, and collective learning.   

 

Email us (faacollective@riseup.net) or check the webpage 

(http://theanarchistassociation.wordpress.com/) for more 

info and hope to see you there!  

 

Or start a study group of your own—we‘ll try to show up.  

 

Community Center with RAC-LA 

Revolutionary Autonomous Communities, Los Angeles

(RAC-LA) is leading the movement in terms of 
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revolutionary practice with its community-run mutual aid 

Food Program held at the SW corner of MacArthur Park 

each Sunday from 10am-5pm, as well as with its youth 

programs, and other educational, community-empowering 

events. The F@@ is proud to be partnering with RAC to 

create a community center in the MacArthur Park 

community that will offer classes, study groups, 

workshops, events, and other people-power-building 

activities in the months and years to come. Stay posted for 

more updates, and please help us make this dream a reality 

(see the call for volunteers and supporters in this issue).  

 

Annual Skid Row Clothing Giveaway 

Starting in 2010, we‘ve gone out to Skid Row on the crisp 

morning of X-Mas Day each year to offer clothing, 

breakfast, and other donations to the down-and-out 

residents of Skid Row (see the announcement in this issue). 

RAC, the Freedom Socialist Party, Radical Women, the 

Young Communist League, Ovarian Psycos, Food Not 

Bombs, and countless independent activists and community 

members have all helped and supported us in years past, 

and we‘re respectfully asking for your support again this 

year.  

 

Our goals are to help the poorest in our community, build 

bridges with other groups, and help wash away some of the 

negative associations anarchism might have in the eyes of 

potential allies.  

 

We‘re proud to say that the Clothing Giveaway has 

generally been the only radical action in LA on Xmas, so 

we hope you can join us. Mark your calendars: 12/25/2014.  

 

Free Marissa Alexander 

Marissa Alexander is a young black woman in Florida who 

is facing 60 years in prison for legitimately defending 

herself and her children against her admittedly abusive ex-

partner (see the announcement in this issue). The F@@ has 

been involved with the movement to free Marissa since 

2013, working hard on fundraising, outreach, and petition-

gathering.  

 

Her trial is set to begin on December 8th, so stay posted on 

fundraisers and actions in the coming months. Or plan your 

own action and invite us—we‘ll be there.  

 

Free Nestora Salgado 
Nestora Salgado is an indigenous feminist activist unjustly 

imprisoned in Mexico for her attempts to defend the people 

of Guerrero from cartel violence, transnational capitalist 

exploitation, and government oppression (see the article in 

this issue). The F@@ has been active in the Free Nestora 

Salgado-LA coalition for nearly a year. FNS-LA is trying 

to expand its ranks, so we urge all interested comrades and 

supporters to join the coalition when it convenes its next 

major open meeting in January. Stay posted, and email us 

for details.  

 

What We Do and Why con’t 
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(covered below) is also crucial. 

 

Divest from the state wherever possible 

This idea is related to the concept of mutual 

aid—if communities can meet their needs self

-sufficiently, then they can resolve problems 

and maintain order with a minimum of 

government involvement. However, for 

obvious reasons, this tactic can be very 

difficult to implement in practice. There are 

consequences for refusing to pay taxes, for 

example, and often state institutions like 

marriage are necessary to ensure needed 

rights and benefits. However, it‘s still a good 

idea to limit involvement with the state as 

much as possible. Offset tax contributions by 

charitable giving to worthy nonprofits (e.g. 

Democracy Now, Oxfam, UNHCR). Call the 

fire department instead of the police whenever 

possible. Or better yet, create an independent, 

grassroots community watch program that can 

prevent problems without police involvement. 

This would be a complex undertaking—most 

existing neighborhood/community watch 

groups are made of off-duty cops and 

community narcs. However, most personal 

and property crimes in our society are 

committed by the poor and underprivileged 

against each other. If poor and under-served 

communities organize themselves for mutual 

aid and collective self-defense from hostile 

outside forces (i.e. organized criminals, like 

cops and drug cartels), internecine crime and 

conflict can be avoided.  

 

Divest from capitalism wherever possible 

Do-it-yourself (DIY), time-banking (e.g. 

http://timebanks.org/), barter, ―really, really 

free‖ markets (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Really_Really_Free_Market), and the 

aforementioned mutual aid programs can help 

communities meet their own needs freely 

(both in terms of cost and liberty). Just as with 

the state, however, it‘s not truly possible for 

most of us to completely go off the grid. 

Props to you if you live in a completely-free, 

self-sustaining commune somewhere, but 

that‘s not a plausible reality for most of us; if 

it was, we wouldn‘t have to resist capitalism 

and the state in the first place. When forced to 

compromise with capitalism, it‘s always 

better to support small, local businesses rather 

than big corporations. The former may even 

become allies in struggle, whereas the latter 

are the bedrock of the exploitative capitalist 

system. Co-ops and workers‘ collectives are 

also a plus, and credit unions are better than 
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borders of all kinds and involuntary categorization by 

citizenship, gender, or race. 

 

Direct Action: It is more empowering and effective to 

accomplish goals directly than to rely on authorities or 

representatives. Free people do not request the changes they 

want to see in the world; they make those changes. 

 

Revolution: Today‘s entrenched systems of repression cannot 

be reformed away. Those who hold power in a hierarchical 

system are the ones who institute reforms, and they generally 

do so in ways that preserve or even amplify their power. 

Systems like capitalism and white supremacy are forms of 

warfare waged by elites; anarchist revolution means fighting to 

overthrow these elites in order to create a free society. 

 

Self-Liberation: ―The liberation of the workers is the duty of 

the workers themselves,‖ as the old slogan goes. This applies 

to other groups as well: people must be at the forefront of their 

own liberation. Freedom cannot be given; it must be taken. 

 

About the Author: Peter Gelderloos is an anarchist and 

author from Virginia. His books include How Nonviolence 

Protects the State, Consensus, Anarchy Works, The Failure of 

Nonviolence, the travel narrative To Get to the Other Side, 

and the collection of short stories Sousa in the Echo Chamber. He 

currently lives in Barcelona, where he takes part in ongoing social 

struggles. 

In addition to all of these ―official‖ activities, we‘re all 

always involved in movement work, from animal liberation, 

anti-police brutality, and food justice to homeless rights, anti-

austerity, and Occupy.  

 

But beyond these recognized modes of resistance we all—not 

just the F@@, but every one of us who objects to the brutal 

and unjust way things are in the world—resist in countless 

small but meaningful ways every day. Resistance isn‘t 

limited to walk-outs and demonstrations, leaflets and 

petitions, strikes and barricades. It happens when we offer 

help to—or better yet, engage in mutual aid with—the poor, 

the homeless, the weak. It happens when we challenge sexist 

language or speak with kind and sensitive words ourselves. It 

happens when we choose to give up meat, or animal products 

all together. It happens when we offer understanding and 

support to our friends and contacts suffering from poverty, 

mistreatment, and misunderstanding. 

 

Speaking up in class to offer a radical perspective on the 

day‘s subject matter is an act of resistance. Exposing your 

students or co-workers or drinking buddies to an alternative 

political viewpoint is an act of resistance. Tagging radical 

slogans and slapping up defiant stickers is an act of 

resistance. Leaving a dissenting article or leaflet for someone 

else to find and read is an act of resistance.  Watching and 

recording the cops at a traffic stop to make them think twice 
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about engaging in brutality is a rather potent act of 

resistance. All these things, and thousands more, we do 

constantly without even thinking, are acts, however small, 

of resistance. The long-term cumulative effect of this litany 

of small, semi-private actions is incalculable. But, big or 

small, the effect is real.   

 

Why It’s Important 

 

A sympathetic news reporter once called Emma Goldman 

―a woman 8,000 years ahead of her time.‖ As anarchists in 

2014 we are still, sadly, ahead of our time. But whether it 

takes 80 years or 8,000, the world will change. 

 

To a slave living and dying in the eighteenth-century 

American South, or to a serf living and dying in fifteenth-

century feudal England, political change must have seemed 

like a tragically distant, near-mythical vision. And yet, the 

world changed. And it will again. And each time it does, 

each political, economic, or social revolution, is first 

envisioned, and in large part advanced, by radicals like 

us—people misunderstood and mistreated by many in their 

day, but remembered with honor and gratitude by the 

generations of the future.  

 

Even if our names are not remembered, a far-future 

historian may find evidence of our activities—a calcified 

What We Do and Why con’t 
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airports, and for individuals on certain 

nonimmigrant visas, including tourists and 

business travelers.) 

If you are not a U.S. citizen and an immigration agent 

requests your immigration papers, you must show 

them if you have them with you. If you are over 18, 

carry your immigration documents with you at all times. 

If you do not have immigration papers, say you want to 

remain silent. 

Do not lie about your citizenship status or provide 

fake documents. 

 

IF THE POLICE OR IMMIGRATION AGENTS COME 

TO YOUR HOME 

If the police or immigration agents come to your 

home, you do not have to let them in unless they have 

certain kinds of warrants. 

Ask the officer to slip the warrant under the door or 

hold it up to the window so you can inspect it. A search 

warrant allows police to enter the address listed on the 

warrant, but officers can only search the areas and for the 

items listed. An arrest warrant allows police to enter the 

home of the person listed on the warrant if they believe 

the person is inside. A warrant of removal/deportation 

(ICE warrant) does not allow officers to enter a home 

without consent. 

Even if officers have a warrant, you have the right to 

remain silent. If you choose to speak to the officers, step 

outside and close the door. 

 

IF YOU ARE CONTACTED BY THE FBI 

If an FBI agent comes to your home or workplace, you do 

book, a trace of a pamphlet, a slogan etched haphazardly on a wall—and 

know that in a time of great misery, war, inequality, depredation, greed, and 

hate, a brave few raised their fists and cried: ―No. No pasaran. We will not sit 

idly by and be complicit in this injustice.‖ 

 

So, comrades in struggle: Take heart. We will win. 

 

The revolution is not only in the great upheavals, glorious as they are. It is 

also here, now, in the tiny actions and moments of freedom we carve out in 

the rotting shell of this obsolete system.  

 

Anarchy today, now, and forever. Long live anarchy. Long live the revolution. 

—Your Humble Black Flag Editors 

not have to answer any questions. Tell the agent you 

want to speak to a lawyer first. 

If you are asked to meet with FBI agents for an 

interview, you have the right to say you do not want to 

be interviewed. If you agree to an interview, have a 

lawyer present. You do not have to answer any 

questions you feel uncomfortable answering, and can say 

that you will only answer questions on a specific topic. 

 

IF YOU ARE ARRESTED 

Do not resist arrest, even if you believe the arrest is 

unfair. 

Say you wish to remain silent and ask for a lawyer 

immediately. Don't give any explanations or excuses. If 

you can't pay for a lawyer, you have the right to a free one. 

Don't say anything, sign anything or make any decisions 

without a lawyer. 

You have the right to make a local phone call. The 

police cannot listen if you call a lawyer. 

Prepare yourself and your family in case you are 

arrested. Memorize the phone numbers of your family and 

your lawyer. Make emergency plans if you have children or 

take medication. 

Special considerations for non-citizens: 

- Ask your lawyer about the effect of a criminal conviction 

or plea on your immigration status. 

- Don't discuss your immigration status with anyone but 

your lawyer. 

- While you are in jail, an immigration agent may visit you. 

Do not answer questions or sign anything before talking to 

a lawyer. 

- Read all papers fully. If you do not understand or cannot 

What We Do and Why con’t 
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demand for, and consequently in the market prices of 

necessaries. 

So far for Slavin, so good. Or is it? Note that Marx agrees 

that there will be a price rise, but this rise is in no way the 

general rise in prices that is implicit in Slavin‘s 

proposition. Marx‘s price rise is limited to ―necessaries,‖ 

or what Prof A. C. Pigou referred to as ―wage goods.‖iv  An 

effect of this rise in the prices of ―necessaries‖ is that: 

―The capitalists who produce these necessaries would be 

compensated for the risen wages by the rising market 

prices of their commodities.‖ The rise in the prices of these 

―necessaries‖ would cause the rate of profit in these areas 

to rise and: ―Capital and labour would be transferred from 

the less remunerative to the more remunerative 

branches…‖ This would cause the output of ―necessaries‖ 

to rise  

…and this process of transfer would go on until the supply in 

the one department of industry would have risen 

proportionately to the increased demand, and would have 

sunk in the other departments according to the decreased 

demand. This change effected, the general rate of profit 

would again be equalized in the different branches. As the 

whole derangement originally arose from a mere change in 

the proportion of the demand for, and supply of, different 

commodities, the cause ceasing, the effect would cease, and 

PRICES would return to their former level and equilibrium. 

That is, prices would sink back to their costs-of-production 

plus the average profit.v 

―But how with the other capitalists who do not produce 

necessaries?‖ 

Marx answers his own question: 

For the fall in the rate of profit, consequent upon the general 

rise of wages, they could not compensate themselves by a rise 

in the price of their commodities, because the demand for 

those commodities would not have increased.  Their income 

would have decreased, and from this decreased income they 

would have to pay more for the same amount of higher-priced 

necessaries. But this would not be all. As their income had 

diminished they would have less to spend upon luxuries, and 

therefore their mutual demand for their respective 

commodities would diminish. Consequent upon this 

diminished demand the prices of their commodities would 

fall. 

Bad news.  And the end result of this would be a re-

ordering of production with more factors dedicated towards 

the production of ―wage-goods‖ and less devoted to that of 

―non-wage-goods,‖ i.e. ―luxuries‖: 

What would be the consequence of this difference in the 

rates of profit for capitals employed in the different 

branches of industry? Why, the consequence that 

generally obtains whenever, from whatever reason, the 

average rate of profit comes to differ in different spheres 

of production. Capital and labour would be transferred 

from the  less remunerative to the more remunerative 

branches; and this process of transfer would go on until 
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the supply in the one department of industry would have 

risen proportionately to the increased demand, and would 

have sunk in the other departments according to the 

decreased demand. This change effected, the general rate 

of profit would again be equalized in the different 

branches. As the whole derangement originally arose 

from a mere change in the proportion of the demand for, 

and supply of, different commodities, the cause ceasing, 

the effect would cease, and PRICES would return to their 

former level and equilibrium. Instead of being limited to 

some branches of industry, the fall in the rate of profit 

consequent upon the rise of wages would have become 

general. According to our supposition, there would have 

taken place no change in the productive powers of 

labour, nor in the aggregate amount of production, but 

that given amount of production would have changed its 

form. A greater part of the produce would exist in the 

shape of necessaries, a lesser part in the shape of 

luxuries...The general rise in the rate of wages would, 

therefore, after a temporary disturbance of market prices, 

only result in a general fall of the rate of profit without 

any permanent change in the prices of commodities.  

It has been seen how the possible inflationary effect of an 

increase in the minimum wage reveals itself to be but a 

temporary aberration. For while the increased demand 

upon the ―necessaries‖ calls forward just so an increase in 

their price as an increased demand meets the existing 

supply.  But the ―logic‖ of capitalism, based as it is upon 

its prime fundamental of greed, dictates that such an 

aberration will be short-lived, as capitalists formerly on the 

sidelines or formerly engaged in other lines of 

production—in this case that of ―luxuries‖—hie 

themselves and their capitals towards the area(s) where the 

arbitrage exists.  This, in its turn, leads to an increase in 

that sector‘s output, which itself has the effect of driving 

down the previously-inflated prices and with it the 

elimination of the excess profit.  The net result is a larger 

allocation of the market's available resources towards the 

production of ―necessaries‖ with their price, as before the 

minimum wage increase, firmly reestablished as the costs-

of-production (c + v) plus profit in accord with that 

indicated by the average, or general (P'),  rate of profit. 

There is one additional advantage that accrues as a result 

of the transference of some of the productive forces in the 

market away from the production of ―luxuries‖ and 

towards that of necessaries: the increase in the wage is 

spent more quickly than if it had remained a part of the 

capitalist's profit.  This, the time taken for it to be spent, is 

termed the ―velocity of money.‖vi  And it is generally 

recognized that the worker breezes through a larger 

percentage of his wage in a briefer amount of time than the 

capitalist consumes (or, even, invests) his profits.vii  

Money quickly in and out of the hand means a shortening 

of the time that goods stay on the shelf.  The capitalist 

more quickly realizes the value of his goods and hence is 

able to re-purchase additional factors more quickly and 

restart production in a new cycle.  Hence, everything 

remaining the same, a rise in productivity as the same 

amount of goods are turned out in a shorter period of time 
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with the faster allocation of capital towards the (re)purchase 

of factors, i.e. the turnover time is shortened. —JAI 

i.  Steven Slavin.  ―Macroeconomics.‖  7th Edition.  

McGraw-Hill Irwin.  Boston.  2005.  p. 233.   

An additional argument to the one that follows below is that 

not all workers are unionized and even granting the validity 

of Slavin‘s argument, which I certainly do not, the price 

increase will only be pro rata to the proportion of  workers 

unionized (i.e. in the US approx.  12% approx. or approx.. 

1/8) and therefore prices will, according to Slavin‘s own 

argument, rise only from 3% to approx.  3.36%. 

ii.  Perhaps the similarity is no coincidence as both of 

these propositions (Slavin‘s and Weston‘s) are at least 

precursed, if not derived, from John Stuart Mill‘s ―Wage 

Fund‖ theory  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wage%E2%80%

93fund_doctrine#Principles_of_Political_Economy 

 

iii.   Marx.  "Value, Price and Profit."  http://

www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1865/value-price-

profit/ch01.htm.  All quotes from Marx below are from the 

same unless specifically noted.   

 

iv.  ―Professor Pigou divides industries into those 

‗engaged in making wage-goods at home and in making 

exports the sale of which creates claims to wage-goods 

abroad‘ and the ‗other‘ industries: which it is convenient to 

call the wage-goods industries and the non-wage-goods 

industries respectively.‖ Keynes.  ―General Theory of 

Employment, Interest and Money.‖ p. 272. http://

www.ucc.ie/acad/appsoc/tmp_store/mia/Library/reference/

subject/economics/keynes/general-theory/ch19a.htm 

v.   In Marx' analysis of capitalism in Vol. 3 of Capital, 

the concept of a ―general,‖ that is to say, an average profit 

coming about in a given market as direct result of capitalist 

competition is postulated and demonstrated in chapters VIII, 

IX and X and then assumed throughout the rest of the book: 

In the case of capitals of average, or approximately 

average, composition...the profit the same as the surplus-

value  produced by them. All other capitals, of whatever 

composition, tend toward this average under pressure of 

competition. But since the capitals of average 

composition are of the same, or approximately the same, 

structure as the average social capital, all capitals have 

the tendency, regardless of the surplus-value produced 

by them, to  realize the average profit, rather than their 

own surplus-value in the price of their commodity, i.e., 

to realize the prices of production.‖ Vol. 3.  Chap X.  p. 

173.  https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/

works/1894-c3/ch10.htm 

―The whole difficulty arises from the fact that 

commodities are not exchanged simply as commodities, 

but as  products of capitals, which claim participation in 

the total amount of surplus-value, proportional to their 

magnitude, or equal if they are of equal magnitude. And 

this claim is to be satisfied by the total price for 

commodities produced by a given capital in a certain 

space of time. This total price is, however, only the sum 

of the prices of the individual commodities produced by 

this capital.‖ Ibid.  p. 175.   

The argument is simple and rests only on the supposition that 

the capitalist is in business with the express intention of 

making more money:  Say there are two sectors of an 

economy, and that these two produce differing rates of 

profit: the first, say, 5%; the second, 15%.  Producers in the 

first sector thus have an incentive to move their investment 

from the first to the second.  As will be asserted in the rest of 

this paper, when some of the first move into the second the 

result is an increase in unit output in the second and a drop in 

the output in the first.  Other things remaining the same, the 

competitive reality is that the increase in output in sector two 

can only find market at a lower cost; on the other hand, the 

constriction of output in Sector one leads to the opposite 

effect, a higher price. Other things remaining the same, 

higher price = larger profit; lower price = lower profit.  Now 

and here a little more, then and there a little less, these profit 

rates fluctuate around their mean, the general or average rate 

of profit. 

vi.    http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Velocity_of_money 

vii.  ―Rich people have low money velocity...There, I said 

it. The more money that rich and wealthy people have, the 

lower the level of economic activity we see in the money 

supply. It's not that they hoard it or don't deserve the money 

they have. It's that they simply don't spend as much of it as 

those who are not as well off.‖ Josh Krause.  ―It's The 

Velocity, Mr. Chairman, And It Stinks!‖  http://

seekingalpha.com/article/872221-its-the-velocity-mr-

chairman-and-it-stinks 

  

―All else equal, the faster money travels (the higher the 

velocity of money) and the more transactions in which it is 

used, the healthier the economy, the richer the citizens, and 

the more vibrant the financial system.‖ Joshua Kennon, ―The 

Velocity of Money for Beginners.‖  http://

www.joshuakennon.com/the-velocity-of-money-for-

beginners/ 
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environment, leading to a harvest feast in 1621 following the 

Pilgrims‘ first winter. 

 

Some aspects of the conventional story are accurate, but by 

1637 Massachusetts Gov. John Winthrop was proclaiming a 

thanksgiving for the successful massacre of hundreds of 

Pequot Indian men, women and children, part of the 

genocidal project that opened up additional land to the 

English invaders. That was the beginning of the conquest of 

the entire continent, until 95 to 99 percent of American 

Indianshad been exterminated and the rest were left to 

assimilate into white society or die off on reservations. 

 

That is the American holocaust, and the Thanksgiving story 

wraps that holocaust in fantasies of innocence. Instead of 

celebrating a day of thanksgiving, we should be observing a 

day of atonement. In short, Thanksgiving Day is holocaust 

denial. 

 

Defenders of Thanksgiving often 

argue that whatever the original 

meaning of the holiday for many it 

is now a rare chance to spend time 

with family and to show 

appreciation for what one has. 

What is your view? 

 

Even in radical circles where that 

basic critique of the genocide is 

accepted, only a relatively small 

number of people argue that we 

should renounce the holiday and 

refuse to celebrate it. Most leftists 

who celebrate Thanksgiving claim 

that they can individually redefine the 

holiday in a politically progressive 

fashion in private, which is an illusory dodge: We don‘t 

define holidays individually or privately—holidays are 

rooted in a collective, shared meaning. When the dominant 

culture defines a holiday in a certain fashion, one can‘t 

magically redefine it in private. To pretend that is possible is 

intellectually dishonest, politically irresponsible, and morally 

bankrupt. 

 

The argument about spending time with family is a 

rationalization. We can show appreciation for the material 

comforts we enjoy by coming to terms with the crimes that 

allowed us to have them, which can be done collectively. 

Families could spend time together reflecting on that history 

and the contemporary consequences. We could dump 

Thanksgiving Day for a Day of Atonement without losing 

that time together. 

 

It is often argued that we cannot condemn the early 

American settlers by the standards of our own time. 

What do you make of that claim? 

 

First, we should remember that not all people alive at that 

time endorsed genocide. Indigenous people fought wars, but 

they typically did not engage in the wholesale slaughter of 

anyone who got in their way. And within European society 

there were dissenting voices, such as Tom Paine, the most 

radically democratic of the ―founding fathers‖ (and, hence, 

the founding father most ignored). 

 

But that‘s really not relevant to the question we face today. 

My critique of Thanksgiving is not aimed at condemning 

people in the past but dealing with history in the present. 

Let‘s say, for the sake of argument, that we decide to make 

no moral judgment of the Europeans who committed or 

endorsed genocidal policies. The question today is whether 

we celebrate a holiday that covers up the genocide, whether 

we routinely lie about that history. 

 

My focus is not on the standards of the past but our 

intellectual, political, and moral standards today. The 

crimes of the United States are, of course, not confined to 

centuries past. The genocide of indigenous people and 

African slavery are particularly gruesome aspects 

of U.S. history, but the large-scale assault on other 

peoples and cultures to expand the wealth of elites 

in the United States has continued up to this day. 

The U.S. wars of empire—covert and overt—in 

Latin America, southern Africa, Southeast Asia, the 

Middle East, Central Asia have produced millions 

of corpses and left societies in ruins. If we can‘t be 

honest about the past, we won‘t be able to tell the 

truth about the present, which increases the 

likelihood of repeating the crimes in the future. 

 

You have claimed that a close parallel to the 

conquest of America is the Nazi invasion of 

Eastern Europe. To many that will seem an 

outlandish and even an offensive comparison - 

can you explain why you think it is apt 

comparison? 

 

I‘m not comparing the events but rather the reaction to 

them. Here‘s my argument I have made: Imagine that 

Germany had won World War II and that a Nazi regime 

endured for some decades, eventually giving way to a more 

liberal state with a softer version of German-supremacist 

ideology. Imagine that a century later, Germans celebrated 

a holiday based on a sanitized version of German/Jewish 

history that ignored that holocaust and the deep anti-

Semitism of the culture. Would we not question the 

distortions woven into such a celebration and denounce 

such a holiday as grotesque? 

 

Now, imagine that left/liberal Germans—those who were 

critical of the power structure that created that distorted 

history and who in other settings would challenge the 

political uses of those distortions—put aside their critique 

and celebrated the holiday with their fellow citizens, 

claiming that they could change the meaning of the holiday 

in private. Would we not question that claim? 

 

Comparisons to the Nazis are routinely overused and 
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typically hyperbolic, but this is directly analogous. When I 

offer this critique in left/liberal circles, some people 

acknowledge that the argument is valid but make it clear they 

will continue to celebrate Thanksgiving. Others get angry and 

accuse me of posturing. It‘s not posturing, but rather a struggle 

to understand how to live in a culture that cannot tell the truth. 

 

How significant is Thanksgiving - what are some of the 

negative effects of continuing to deny the American 

holocaust? 

 

Thanksgiving is, by itself, not all that important. What does 

matter is the denial of history at the heart of Thanksgiving, 

which is commonplace in the United States, especially in 

education and media. After years of talking about this, I have 

come to the conclusion that the dominant culture cannot come 

to terms with two realities: Without the genocide of indigenous 

people, there would be no United States. Without African 

slavery, the United States would not have so quickly become 

the dominant industrial nation in the world. That means that 

the wealth concentrated in the United States is the direct result 

of two of the most grotesque crimes in recorded human 

history, perpetrated by the nation that claims to be the 

birthplace of modern democracy. The contradictions of this 

seem to be too much for the culture to absorb. My hope is that 

Thanksgiving could be a day set aside for facing that 

contradiction. 

 

Surely leftists and radicals should give some priority to 

interventions where they face decent prospects of 

connecting with those beyond its ranks. However, it seems 

unlikely that a boycott of Thanksgiving would resonate 

with much of the American population and, moreover, it 

might throw up even more cultural barriers between those 

on the left and the rest of society. How do you respond to 

this line of thought? 

 

I‘m not arguing that the left should initiate a boycott of 

Thanksgiving aimed at the general public. I have for years 

wanted to hold an alternative Thanksgiving public event, but I 

haven‘t done it precisely because I cannot figure out how to 

make it politically viable. So, for now, I‘m only talking about 

the need for an honest conversation within the left and targeted 

outreach in our discussions with friends and family. In my 

experience, many people feel uncomfortable with the holiday, 

and we should not be afraid to talk about the sources of that 

discomfort. The discussion about Thanksgiving can be a route 

into a conversation about the importance of a left analysis 

more generally. 

 

Links to past writing on the subject: 

2005: http://www.alternet.org/story/28584/ 

2007: http://www.alternet.org/story/68170/why_we_shouldn%

27t_celebrate_thanksgiving/ 

2009: http://www.commondreams.org/view/2009/11/15-2 

 

Robert Jensen can be reached at rjensen@uts.cc.utexas.edu and 

his articles can be found online at http://uts.cc.utexas.edu/

~rjensen/index.html To join an email list to receive articles by 

Jensen, go to http://www.thirdcoastactivist.org/jensenupdates-

info.html 
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banks.  

 

Practice self defense 

Self-defense has two key components: protecting the self 

and community from hostile individuals, and protecting the 

self and community from state violence/repression. Self-

defense against hostile individuals includes psychological 

and physical defense tactics. In particular, women, ethnic 

minorities, queer/trans folk, and even young people must 

learn these tactics, as they suffer the bulk of discrimination 

from patriarchy, homophobia, propertarian values, and so 

forth. As Sharon Marcus argues in ―Fighting Bodies, 

Fighting Words: A Theory and Politics of Rape 

Prevention‖ (http://academiccommons.columbia.edu/

catalog/ac:157470), such at-risk people need to learn to 

respond firmly and decisively to both verbal and physical 

assaults. Complete self-defense training thus includes the 

traditional route of studying martial arts and fighting 

systems if possible, as well as learning how to use weapons 

(mace, pepper spray, knives, firearms, etc.) along with 

boosting confidence, self-esteem, and positive values. 

Various schools and groups exist for the former (martial 

arts, weapons), and anarchists should try, when possible, to 

form their own such groups. The latter (confidence, positive 

values) can be achieved through forming communities of 

support, building relationships with allies, and studying 

empowering ideas, like feminist thought, queer studies, 

ethnic studies, children‘s rights, and so on. Anarchists‘ study 

groups can help introduce such ideas.  

 

Self-defense against the state includes building restorative 

justice processes/systems as an alternative to the police-

prison-industrial complex (see Emily Gaarder‘s piece in 

Contemporary Anarchist Studies—http://libcom.org/files/

Contemporary_Anarchist_Studies.pdf), community self-

policing (addressed above), copwatching (see http://

www.berkeleycopwatch.org/ ), black bloc-ing for self-

defense at demonstrations (see http://www.infoshop.org/

amp/bgp/BlackBlockPapers2.pdf and http://mlcastle.net/

raisethefist/bloc.html), and practicing security culture 

(http://www.crimethinc.com/texts/atoz/security.php). We 

can‘t go toe-to-toe with the state in terms of firepower—

until a General Strike or other revolutionary upheaval makes 

state repression impossible—but in the meantime, watching 

each other‘s backs, and committing to safe and responsible 

organizing, can help minimize the violence of state thugs 

(the gendarmes).  

 

Finally, we must remember that fascists and rightwing 

militias actively arm and train themselves, and they may 

someday come after us—especially if the state gives the 

green light (which it has done historically to crush growing 

movements). Rightwing thugs provide all the more reason 

for us to train and arm ourselves (while of course shying 

away from any activities that will increase state repression 

and/or surveillance).  

 

Support progressive reforms (but not candidates) 

Most anarchists, who reject both ―gods and masters‖ in any 

form, refuse to vote for candidates for any major political 

office (president, congress, state assembly, etc.). 

Sometimes, it‘s valuable to support radical and progressive 

candidates for local offices—like neighborhood council—as 

well as leaders for potentially-empowering organizations—

like unions, community coalitions, etc.—it‘s up to your 

conscience to decide. At the same time, most anarchists do 

support voting on state and national laws (or referenda)—

e.g. to legalize drug use, protect abortion, defend gay 

marriage rights, etc.—but not because we believe in laws 

(we don‘t). However, our vote on these reforms does have 

an actual impact, however miniscule. Further, such reforms, 

when enacted, can help lift some of the load of human 

suffering, and thus shouldn‘t be opposed in principle.  

 

Organize schools, workplaces, and communities 

Workers‘ and students‘ organization is a key element in 

moving toward anarchism. We should try to form non-

hierarchical and horizontalist unions/advocacy groups 

where they do not exist. The IWW (http://www.iww.org/) 

has some good models to start with. When organization 

already exists, it‘s important to get involved and do good 

work. The goodwill generated can build a web of supporters 

to help you push for working-class principles and defend 

anarchist-leaning positions. You might also be able to form 

a radical caucus inside the organization—a great tool for 

getting things done, improving democracy, and keeping 

leadership honest.  

 

Join, build, and expand social movements 

Anarchists should, and generally do, get involved in all 

sorts of social movements to advocate for, protect, and 

defend workers, students, queer folk, women, children, 

immigrants, non-human animals, the environment, and 

anyone/thing else beaten down by capitalism and the state. 

We serve a valuable function inside these movements: 

pushing for more democratic, inclusive, horizontal, and 

voluntaristic modes of organizing. In fact, most movements 

and leftwing political groups have borrowed much from 

anarchist tactics, even if they are loath to admit it.  

 

Create mutual support networks with other radicals 

here and abroad 

The revolution 

will not be 

televised, as 

Gil Scott-

Heron 

reminded us, 

and it also 

cannot survive 

and thrive in 

one limited 

locale. 

Capitalism, 
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surveillance, and political oppression are globalized, so our 

movement must be also if it has any hope of surviving and 

growing. Building relationships with like-minded groups in 

other cities and across the world creates valuable 

opportunities for sharing, exchange, and mutual support. 

The internet and social media makes this process ever-

easier, but remember to take steps to protect yourself (see 

http://www.sproutdistro.com/catalog/zines/security/ for 

some great resources).  

None of these activities alone will liberate humanity or 

create the free, just, safe, equal, and prosperous world we 

want to live in. However, taken together, they can help us 

make important strides toward that world. 
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Laci Green’s “Sex Object BS” YouTube Video (https://

www.youtube.com/watch?v=u_4dPB9MVS8) 

 

 …Often, objectification is confused with thinking that a 

woman‘s hot. But objectification is not the same as being 

sexual or being sexually attracted to someone. That‘s a 

natural part of life, right? But what‘s not natural, and is 

very much manufactured, is constantly portraying women 

as sex objects for male pleasure.—Laci Green 

 

YouTube celebrity sex educator Laci Green explains, in 

just over 6 minutes, what sexual objectification is, why it‘s 

damaging to people (especially young women), how it 

permeates popular culture, how we can recognize it, and 

what we can do about it (at least for starters). This video is 

a must-see for its clear definitions and its brilliant 

exploding of common misperceptions.  Everyone—

especially young people—should watch this, and pass it on 

to others. 

 

Naomi Shihab Nye in The Washington Post: “On 

growing up in Ferguson and Palestine” (http://

www.washingtonpost.com/posteverything/wp/2014/08/28/

on-growing-up-in-ferguson-and-gaza/) 

I grew up in Ferguson, Mo.  No one ever heard of it, unless 

you lived elsewhere in St. Louis County. 

Then my family moved to Palestine – my 

father‘s first home. A friend says, ‗Your parents 

really picked the garden spots.‘ 

In Ferguson, an invisible line separated white and black 

communities. In Jerusalem, a no-man‘s land separated 

people, designated by barbed wire... –Naomi Shihab Nye 

Acclaimed Arab-American poet Naomi Shihab Nye, 

currently a Chancellor of the Academy of American Poets, 

writes about her childhood experiences in both Ferguson, 

Missouri, and the West Bank. She contrasts the racial 

dynamics in both places, and offers up piercing questions 

about our cultural blindspots regarding inequality, racism, 

and violence—poignant and mind-expanding reading.  

Educating for Insurgency: The Roles of Young People in 

Schools of Poverty by Jay Gillen (AK Press, 2014) 

We need a way of describing and thinking about public 

schools of poverty that addresses what actually happens as 

opposed to what the dominant ideology says should happen. 

In general terms we are looking for a frame that 

accomplishes two related tasks: First, our mode of 

description and analysis must help us understand the 

bewildering experience of being a student, teacher, or 

parent trying to do something human in schools of poverty. 

These schools literally make many of us ill. We become so 

infuriated, depressed, impatient, confused, revolted, 

thwarted, humiliated, as we try to act on our own behalf or 

on behalf of others that both young people and adults often 

develop physical symptoms of disease. And while we are 

experiencing the physical and emotional symptoms of 

striving for life in a place that doesn't fit our humanity, we 

hear the constant drumbeat of propaganda that there is 

something wrong with us, not with the place. The terms of 

the propaganda—―data,‖ ―objectives,‖ ―mandates,‖ ―test 

scores,‖ ―protocols,‖ ―requirements,‖ ―deadlines,‖ 

―evaluations‖—flood our consciousness until it is hard to 

hear or own voices or use our own names for things. It 

becomes difficult to make ourselves understood, as if we 

were babbling, because the distance between our experience 

and the official ―reality‖ grows greater and greater. At this 

point, one of three things happens: we are labeled by the 

authorities as ―defiant‖ or ―insubordinate‖ and forced to 

leave; we decide on our own to leave to preserve our heath 

and sanity; or we compromise and accept the ideology of 

schooling whenever we must, shutting off our humanity into 

smaller and smaller boxes alienated from any concept of the 

common good. –Jay Gillen 

Jay Gillen‘s timely book meditates on the ways that young 

people in poverty, along with their teachers and parents, are 

Ultimately, anarchism—like democracy or free speech or 

child labor laws—is only possible when millions of people 

can envision it as both desirable and practical. Our work 

can help to convince people that anarchism is both.  

 

If each of us brings in just two new people to the movement 

each year, what starts off small can grow exponentially—

like the grains of rice on the legendary chessboard—into an 

uncontainable, unstoppable force. While this view is 

admittedly simplistic, it is a heartening reminder of how 

much can be accomplished when an initially-small group of 

people decides to do something.  
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Like us on Facebook : 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/The-

Free-Association-of-

Anarchists/525252304243270 

Follow us on Twitter: @FAAnarchists 

Check out our blog: 

www.theanarchistassociation.wordpress.com  

Know Your Rights con’t 

read the papers, tell the officer you need an interpreter. 

 

IF YOU ARE TAKEN INTO IMMIGRATION (OR "ICE") 

CUSTODY 

You have the right to a lawyer, but the government does not 

have to provide one for you. If you do not have a lawyer, ask 

for a list of free or low-cost legal services. 

You have the right to contact your consulate or have an officer 

inform the consulate of your arrest. 

Tell the ICE agent you wish to remain silent. Do not discuss 

your immigration status with anyone but your lawyer. 

Do not sign anything, such as a voluntary departure or 

stipulated removal, without talking to a lawyer. If you sign, you 

may be giving up your opportunity to try to stay in the U.S. 

Remember your immigration number ("A" number) and 

give it to your family. It will help family members locate you. 

Keep a copy of your immigration documents with someone 

you trust. 

 

IF YOU FEEL YOUR RIGHTS HAVE BEEN VIOLATED 

Remember: police misconduct cannot be challenged on the 

street. Don't physically resist officers or threaten to file a 

complaint. 

Write down everything you remember, including officers' 

badge and patrol car numbers, which agency the officers were 

from, and any other details. Get contact information for 

witnesses. If you are injured, take photographs of your injuries 

(but seek medical attention first). 

File a written complaint with the agency's internal affairs 

division or civilian complaint board. In most cases, you can file 

a complaint anonymously if you wish. 

Call your local ACLU or visit www.aclu.org/profiling. 

 

This information is not intended as legal advice. 
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dehumanized by the neoliberal program for education, and 

looks forward to an ―insurgency,‖ partly modeled on the Civil 

Rights Movement, to create a more human, liberating system. 

Steeped in the teachings of Bob Moses and Ella Baker, and 

replete with lyrical exhortations and deep insights, Gillen‘s 

book provides a refreshing, radical antidote to the more liberal-

leaning progressive pedagogy arguments (which, while 

valuable in their own right, suffer from certain glaring 

blindspots) that tend to dominate critical discussion. Every 

teacher, student, and parent who has ever felt disenfranchised 

by the educational system should pick up this small 

masterpiece.  

http://www.aclu.org/profiling

